
The LaRouche Show

Autoworkers Say: ActNow
ToSave theU.S. Industrial Base
On the Sept. 23 “LaRouche Show,” the weekly internet radio Ford and his counterparts have had the courage and skill to

perform the major amputations required to save the main bodyprogram, an hour-long discussion took place between United
Auto Workers leaders from three Upper Midwest manufactur- of their companies ten years ago?”

So, this is what Mr. John Train had to say about dozensing states; Bill Roberts, of the LaRouche Youth Movement
in Detroit; and Paul Gallagher, EIR Economics Editor and of thousands of workers now losing their jobs—they should

have been “amputated” years ago. You can see whyliaison to Capitol Hill. The UAW leaders were Dan Aude,
Green Bay, Wisconsin; Michael Balls of Saginaw, Michigan; LaRouche said in recent weeks, “Get the dirt out on John

Train.” Some of the other things that could be said about Johnand Andy Kristich, from the Lockport/Buffalo region in west-
ern New York. Train, I can’t say on the air. . . .

Paul Gallagher can open the discussion on the situationThe Show’s theme, “Time Has All But Run Out” referred
to the fact that so far, Congress has refused to initiate needed in Congress.
Federal intervention—to stop the dismantling of the auto/
machine tool sector, and instead to retool for building up U.S. U.S. Industrial Existence at Stake

Gallagher: The one thing I want to say respecting theinfrastructure, and re-establishing the U.S. industrial base. A
call for this approach was sounded in March 2005 by Lyndon effort in Congress, which is where this has all been focussed

for a year and a half—since we last discussed this problemLaRouche, and now, actual draft legislation exists. Thou-
sands of state and local lawmakers, plus autoworkers and on this show—is that, this is not the collapse of the auto

industry that we are discussing with Congress, or that we’recitizens-at-large want action, but Congress still holds back.
Host Marcia Merry Baker, opened the discussion by refer- witnessing: It’s the collapse of the industrial economy of the

United States. People talk about it as an auto industry crisisring to those in powerful positions, who oppose the existence
of nation states, and are deliberately acting to destroy U.S. or an auto industry collapse . . . and we sometimes talk about

“saving auto.” But that’s presenting it falsely: It’s a generalindustry. To make the point, she read a quote from banker
John Train, the longtime “secret government” operative, spe- economic-industrial collapse in the country, within which the

auto industry, and broadly the auto sector, is the biggest prizecifically behind a “Get LaRouche Taskforce.” (See next arti-
cle). Here are excerpts of the discussion. for the economy, that needs to be saved, and used, and devel-

oped further. But it’s by no means the only part of the econ-
omy that’s in this collapse.Marcia Merry Baker: In an April 1, 2006 article now

posted on his website, John Train, the anti-industry invest- Now, for a year and a half, Congress has been looking at
the auto sector and they have been declining to act, refusingment banker, said that he’s proud that his grand-daddy Mr.

Train worked with old J.P. Morgan, and they did things right, to act, to save the auto industry, when they believed it was a
special problem within auto. This is reprehensible, especiallythey didn’t “dither” around. They made brisk decisions when

they had to hive off whole divisions of factories and get rid on the part of the President, who refuses to even talk to any-
body in the auto industry—union, executive, or anythingof surplus workers, excess workers. They knew how to run

companies; they didn’t shilly-shally like the people who’ve else—probably because he doesn’t want to deal with [any-
thing so complex]—he’s an idiot and he can’t handle a com-run Ford and other companies. The article is titled, “Invest

Like Mr. Morgan, Not Like Mr. Ford.” plex problem like that, so he just doesn’t want to discuss it.
But even the Democrats in the Congress have had theTrain wrote in April, “Ford and GM just announced major

cutbacks in their U.S. operations, which are hemorrhaging opportunity, over and over again, in discussions with us, and
they have declined, they have refused to act, to save the autocash. Also, they say they will reverse their traditional policy

of producing what customers weren’t buying, just to keep the industry as such, as crucial as it is, as a capacity. They’ve said
they couldn’t do it because they were in the “opposition,”plants running and the unions happy. Should not young Mr.
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Synarchist banker Felix Rohatyn has been a key operative in shutting down the auto industry since his temporary takeover of Chrysler
Corp. in 1979-80. In 2005-06, he helped organize the bankruptcy of Delphi Corp., the top supplier to the auto industry. Shown here is a
closed Delphi plant in Sandusky, Ohio, scheduled to be replaced by a Honda dealership.

they didn’t control the Congress. They said they couldn’t do I’m out of power, the Republicans control everything” and so
on and so forth—but this interest is [now] also amongit because the problem was too big. And they have simply

stepped back from it. Republicans.
So, the opportunity is definitely there now, for the retool-What is changing now—and even within this poor show-

ing, it is changing the situation in Congress relative to our ing legislation that LaRouche has put forward, and we’ve
got to redouble our efforts. We have a funny report here, inlegislation—is that they are beginning to realize, behind all

the constant noise over the war and terrorism, that the econ- Loudoun County, Virginia, where we’re broadcasting: It’s
supposed to be the county with the highest median income inomy as a whole, is going. The housing sector, the housing

bubble is imploding. Mainly as a result of that, many other the country—$98,000 annual income for a household . . . and
12% of the households in the county visited and relied on thethings are going down, commodity markets are going down.

Hedge funds, even the biggest of them, are finding that nowa- food bank for free food aid, much to their embarrassment in
many cases, during the last year that ended June 30. That’sdays it’s difficult to make money even by cheating. And so a

lot of them are losing a lot of money. You’ve had reports to 35,000 people, nearly 10,000 families—in the supposedly
wealthiest county in the country—had to go to the bread line.come out of regional Federal Reserve Banks and so forth,

indicating just how fast economic activity, job creation, and So there’s the condition into which these bubbles have
brought this economy, and that’s the situation in which Con-incomes are falling. And remember, Lyndon LaRouche said

in March, that September-October were the months in which gressmen and Congresswomen are going to be forced to act
on this; because they’re going to be run out of town on a railthis real crash of the economy was going to occur.

So, in that situation, it is no longer the auto industry that if they won’t do anything about jobs, and won’t do anything
about reversing this: The auto industry is their means to do it.we are demanding that they save, but rather, the collapsing

U.S. economy that we are telling them they’ve got to act on.
And they’ve got to act on it through the auto industry, which Service Economy Mentality

Kristich: One of the first things that I’d like to say, is, Iis the most capable and versatile tool that they have to stop
this ongoing collapse. Given that situation, things are chang- agree with Paul 100%, it’s not just an auto industry, it’s a

whole system of government and politics that allows basicallying, and the time for a maximum pressure on them is abso-
lutely now, because we’re approaching the election, we’re corporate greed. And it’s not only allowing it, it almost seems

to be encouraging it. We seem to making a big deal out ofapproaching the time in which a great number of things could
change quite suddenly. . . . We still have the “I’m too small, Federal intervention; there’s so much resistance to it here, for
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whatever reason. . . . essential to name his name, just like John Train’s name, and
the banks they represent, so that people understand who itAude: We have a lot of politics going on here [Wiscon-

sin], we have a chance to gain an open seat, so we have a lot is that’s really doing this.
That’s part of the fight also, and that’s where we haveof attention going on here. My biggest fear is that when there

is a change in Congress, that we end up, as Democrats, doing gotten under the skin of the Congress, to the point where
individual Congressmen—and Bill knows this, from thethe same as the Republicans. It’s interesting to me, as I learn,

both as a candidate and as a member, and somewhat active in LYM organizing—individual Congressmen have jumped up
and down and yelled at us: “Rohatyn! Rohatyn! Why are youpolitics, how they actually believe in this service economy,

which, for those of us that go to work in a factory, or are in talking about Rohatyn? Why are you always talking—? Get
away from me with this stuff!” That’s when you know thatmanufacturing, just does not make sense.

When we were at one of the lobbying webcasts, while we you’ve gotten under their skin, just like Bill Clinton knew
that he had wiped the floor with Chris Wallace in the Foxwere out in Washington, we talked to a legislative assistant

to Mr. Sensenbrenner (R-Wisc.), and I had to ask him to News interview.
Roberts: And along with Rohatyn, there is Georgeexplain to me, how the service economy works, because it

just seems to be a mess. And he basically said, “Well, there’s Shultz, the architect of the Bush Administration. These are
the Synarchy networks, and that has to be brought out.financial investors, and advisors, and then there’s people that

deliver pizza.” And I was shocked that he actually said it— Baker: What about the Michigan Congressional delega-
tion? They come from the “auto state” of the world . . .and that he meant it!

For anyone, this should be very alarming, that not only Michael, you’re in Saginaw. . . .
Balls: Yes, I work for Delphi Corp. It used to be Saginawhave we witnessed manufacturing going under, the good-pay-

ing jobs leaving, are affecting all areas of the economy, and Steering and Gear Products of General Motors, and I thought
something was up, when they split us off, and set up Delphi.that should be more than a red flag.

Kristich: And that’s not unlike what was said by Mr. And sure enough, now they’re fixing to file bankruptcy,
they’re fixing to retire everybody by January, and they’reMiller, the CEO of Delphi, where I believe what he said, is

“we have educated people, and lawn cutters,” and we were bringing in workers for $14/hour. They’ve been messing our
economy up so bad, that we’ve got people coming into workreferred to as the “lawn cutters of society.”

And for what it’s worth, my position at Delphi—I’m no making $14/hour. And they’re so happy to have those jobs,
they don’t know what to do—with no benefits. But yet, thelonger there, and I’m no longer a union officer, I had to give

up that position. I’ve taken a $4/hour cut in pay. I’m no longer same guys who split us off and do that, they [top executives]
have got all the benefits in the world, and making all thea skilled tradesman, and I’ve transferred to another plant,

which is my third plant since I started working for GM. I’m money that they want to make.
I’m extremely unhappy with this situation, and I hopetwo and a half years away from reaching eligibility for pen-

sion, and I made this shift hopefully to lock in a pension, our Congressmen and state representatives can do something
better. And the people in D.C., seemingly they just don’twhich is one of the things we all look forward to, and work

towards. But at Delphi, it didn’t look too secure, so I gave up care. . . .
Roberts: I can tell you, gentlemen, that you’ll be happyquite a bit—again—just to maintain that, and we’ll see where

this goes. I am on my third plant at this point. to know that the LaRouche Youth Movement has been in-
volved in giving the Congress a healthy ass-kicking over theAude: I’d encourage anybody who had to take a different

job or a cut in pay to try to provide for their family, to get last couple of months. Over the course of the month of August,
the LaRouche Youth Movement was deployed nationwide,involved and put the pressure on Congress. It truly is up to

the people to force them to do their job and legislate, and look as the Congressional members were back in their districts.
And we deployed ourselves into the town hall meetings—andout for the general welfare of all of the people.

Kristich: I’m right there with you, Dan. In the years past, there were dozens of these things being held—and spoke out
at these sessions, because we wanted to increase the pressure,I always thought: “Well, someone will do this. Someone will

do it.” And obviously, someone isn’t, so it’s up to people like on especially the Democratic Caucus, the Democrats in the
Congress.you and I and the rest of us that are on this call today. . . .

Gallagher: We’re all out to name the names of the We pushed the issue, that it’s time to impeach Cheney
and Bush, why are you not doing it? And we brought updeindustrializers, who don’t come from the industrial sector.

They come out of the banking sector into industry, and they the question of the need for the Economic Recovery Act,
the need for nuclear energy to be built. And what happenedwreck it. Steve Miller was mentioned, but Felix Rohatyn

started this when he took over Chrysler Corp. temporarily through these town hall meetings and through our interven-
tions, and pamphlet distributions, as these Congressmenin ’79 and ’80, and that was the first company that shrunk

in the auto industry, and he shrank it. And Rohatyn—it is were back in their districts, is they got an enormous amount
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of pressure put on them. they’re having, by flying all these airplanes over there. Who’s
getting paid for that? What industry’s getting paid for everySo, when Congress came back in September, what we

found was a bit of a different Congress. And we haven’t let bomb that they drop? Who’s getting paid to fuel those air-
planes that keep on coming back and forth? I think it’s got tooff one bit on the question of the need for them to implement

the Economic Recovery Act of LaRouche’s. be Bush and Cheney and their friends.
It’s just really shameful that they would do this to

America, just keep—they try to bloody up those families,National Security Issue
Aude: One of the things I think the public is missing about when they want their family name to be in the history books

forever as far as financially or politically, and stuff like thatthe deindustrialization of our country, is, that it is a national
security issue, and those that are amputating it, really are is concerned.

I mean, people in the Midwest are really hurting righttraitors and need to be dealt with. And we have to make things
in this country, and we have to be able to defend ourselves now. Before, we were supposed to be one of the biggest auto

industrial areas in the country, and now we’re getting laid off,and provide for our defense, and we’re going to be extremely
vulnerable if they complete this, if not worse off. and the families are being disrupted, and people are going

from one state to another chasing General Motors, and it’sKristich: I agree 100%. The industrial base was the back-
bone of our nation, and if you look at almost every other just really shameful what’s happening in Saginaw right now.
rising, up-and-coming nation, that’s what’s doing it for them.
And it just doesn’t seem to make any sense to dismantle com- Regional Economic Complexes

Baker: Another e-mailer from Texas points out the as-pletely our industrial base: If you don’t produce anything, it
seems to me your economy is based on paper and plastic, and pects of auto-sector shutdown, in terms of the secondary ef-

fects throughout the entire region.it can only go so far before it caves in on itself.
Baker: Well, one e-mail question from Texas, is asking Kristich: Absolutely, that’s very big here, in New York

State. Because, we’ve got Tonawanda Power Train, whichyou all, how is it that, “a lot of people still look around and
pretend they don’t see a failed economy.” When will this produces engines for General Motors. Lockport has the De-

lphi Thermal Plant, which produces air-conditioning andchange?
Gallagher: Well, we have to change it. . . . The crucial heating units. You’ve got Saginaw Gear and Axle in Buffalo

which makes rear axle assemblies. [In 1994 GM’s Saginawthing is what Dan just brought up a minute ago: The people
who have deindustrialized the country are traitors. You can’t Division was spun off into American Axle, based in Detroit,

which in New York State, operates in Buffalo, Cheektowaga,do anything about this, without finding out who they are, who
the most important of them are, getting out an exposé, getting and Tonawanda]. And then you’ve got a forge that produces

engine blocks and raw forgings for the axles. And each oneFelix Rohatyn’s names and crimes and rubbing it in the face
of every Congressman, as the LaRouche Youth Movement of those plants is fed primarily by local businesses.

There’s a place called, Curtiss Screw and Bolt—some-was doing both on the Hill and in the recess, as Bill was
describing: You’ve got to do that. thing to that effect—they supply massive amounts of nuts and

bolts for the auto industry. There are plastics companies—Call out, to the public at large: “We’ve found the traitors!
Here they are, here’s what they’re doing. Help us bring them even small mom n’ pop machine shops; they just take on small

prototype work, that type of thing.down!” That is an entirely different approach than asking for
aid for troubled industry or something of that sort. But you see the ripple effect: The trucking industry, the

people that drive, and everything that goes with that. Wher-So, that’s what has begun to dent—that approach is what
has begun to dent the Congress, to where we now hear some ever you have people going to work, you have people buying

coffee and donuts and breakfast, and stopping on the wayof them sort of shouting at us, “No! No! No! No! Not until
after the election!” Whereas a month ago, or two months home to have clothes cleaned.

Every industrial place, whether it’s blue collar or not, hasago they were saying, “No, no, not me, not me, I won’t
do it!” Now it’s changed to “No, I won’t do it until after a white-collar workforce as well, whether it be 2 or 200, but

you have dry-cleaners, just the whole gamut of things. Youthe election.”
And as he said, we are driving these people still, to put name it, every little business, mom ’n pop shops.

In Lockport in particular, houses are going up for sale atthis Economic Reconstruction Act of LaRouche in. We’ve
written it all out as legislation, we’ve given it to them, we’ve a reduced rate, coffee shops have shut down; all those little

businesses, on top of being “Wal-Marted” out of business,done that work for them.
Balls: I believe wholeheartedly what I’ve been hearing so now there’s just no money to support them.

Aude: Absolutely. We find the same thing here in Wis-far. It seems like Bush and the boys are doing more economic
terrorism, than any terrorist I ever heard of in my life! consin, and I guess that’s one thing I’d like to let those that

are listening, and their friends, know: This will affect everyI mean, they’re worried about the other terrorists, and yet
they’re making money off the so-called terrorist situation that person in this country, whether they have an MBA—because
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and jobs around them. The auto sector is shrinking at some-
TABLE 1

thing like 10% a year at this point. And for 100 years, it’sThe U.S. Auto Industrial Sector Collapse
been the center gear for the United States economy. (See
Table 1.)

July 2005-December 2006 Auto Sector Shrinkage
So any leadership that would let this happen without tak-

Total Employment July 1, 2005 1,090,000* ing action to reverse it, is just a pack of fools—or else they’re
GM Job Cut 33,000 (buy-outs) criminal bandits like we’ve got in the White House now. . . .
GM Job Cut 4,000 (firings) Aude: Even as the economy crashes, construction down
Ford Job Cut 10,000-plus (buyouts) in Madison [Wisconsin] had been booming for quite some
Ford Job Cut 14,000 (firings)

time. But, it has now hit the bricks. Carpenters—union car-
Chrysler Job Cut 6,000 (layoffs)

penters, non-union carpenters—contractors are going intoDelphi Job Cut 20,000 (buyouts)
bankruptcy, and the unemployment in the trades is rapidlyOther Parts/Supply Sector Job Losses 40,000
picking up.Total Sector Job Losses 127,000 and rising

Baker: Yet, the unemployment process could all be re-Shrinkage Total Industry 11.7%
versed, if we start building up again. Look at all the work

*U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. involved in rebuilding the Ohio River Locks and Dams.
Roberts: Yes. The Army Corps of Engineers held hear-

Third Quarter Fourth Quarter ings in a number of towns in the various districts along the
Company Production Cut Production Cut Ohio River this Summer. And they wanted to get testimony
General Motors 6.0% 12.0% from people who lived in that area, and whose industries and
Ford 11.0% 21.0% work were affected by the many shutdowns that occurred in
Chrysler 12.0% 20.0% the lock systems along the river. And it was very good: At a
All Makers in U.S. 4.6% 6.5%* number of these meetings you had a large turnout of people

who understood very precisely what the link was between*Projection Global Insight, Inc.
this public infrastructure and their own livelihood. In certain
instances, you had people speaking who actually understoodNorth America Total Auto/Light Truck Sales
the history of this area as an economic region, as a product of

2004 17.1 million this infrastructure having been built, going back 50, or 80
2005 16.9 million years. It was very clear. . . .
2006 16.3 million*

It’s in times like these that people can get over their cyni-
2007 16.1 million†

cism and realize that history in fact is shaped by ideas, and not
by any of the things they thought it was shaped by, like money.

Kristich: Ideas, and people willing to take a chance.North America Total Auto/Light Truck Production
Baker: In fact, we could have chain reactions of rebuild-

2003 16.05 million ing, instead of chain reactions of shutdown, with the right
2004 16.0 million leadership. Look at the still-remaining vacant capacity in New
2005 15.8 million York state.
2006 15.44 million† Kristich: Oh, absolutely. Millions of square feet, not only

in our location, but all of these other plants. They just an-*Projection, Reuters Detroit “Autos Summit,” Sept. 12, 2006
†Projection, Global Insight, Inc. nounced Friday [Sept. 22], that American Axle in Buffalo

will be closing in 2008. That’s a million square feet of floor
space for potential production. And it’s got rail lines tied into
it. Trucking roads were put in specifically for the use of thatthere’s no more factories left—or if it’s a financial advisor—

there won’t be the 401(k) income to provide their job. The plant. State money was garnered to put in specific roads to
allow trucking access within the last 10 years.service economy is really set up for complete failure, when

manufacturing goes under. This is another thing: I just find it criminal that these
companies soak up all of this state and Federal money on theGallagher: And in terms of the details of what the Texas

e-mailer said: It is 60,000 jobs that have been lost in the auto pretext of, “Help us, give us the money and we’ll stay in your
town”; they take that money, the roads are put in; and thensupply sector since the beginning of 2005, so that’s less than

two years. And then you just add the ones that have left GM they say, “Sorry, we can’t make it.” Well, where did the $10
million go that we gave you?in the same period, you’re already at 100,000 in the auto

sector—jobs that have been lost, and most of them are in Baker: Well, you’ve had the last word: And it’s always
good to denounce corruption, along with cowardice and evil.supply, rather than in the big automakers’ assembly plants.

And then, as Andy was describing, you’ve got jobs, and jobs, Down with the “Halliburton effect!”
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